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Violent incident on campus raises concern
Regis student
attacked on intramural field. Campus still
safe, officials say.

Carly LeTourneau
Staff Reporter

Ed Bessenbacher
Managing Editor

Regis junior Jerry Smith was
assaulted on the intramural field in the c
extreme northeast section of campus :f
Saturday night between 12 p.m. and 1 .c
~
a.m., suffering one bruised and two ~
broken
ribs, along with a slight concus- ~
.
~
s1on. Aside from being hit in the back .9
of the head and landing on his face,
Smith remembers very little of the
attack because he was unconscious Campus s_afety_ officer George Godoy and all security guards are being
after the first blow. The assailants extra cautious m the wake of an assault on a Regis student on campus.
came from behind Smith; their identity none the less aware of the disturAccording to Williams, there
is therefore still unknown at this time.
bance. "Nothing has been officially are a variety of levels to the credibility
The incident had not been offi- reported yet, all we have is second- of campus rumors and the security
cially reported to the Office of Campus h~nd information,· said Bill Williams,
(continued on page 3)
Safety at press time, but officials were director of campus safety.
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Mass of Holy Spirit brings co·m munity together
Prayer for Discernment in a lime of
Tension. " Mary McManus, liturgy
coordinator, said that university minMembers of the Regis com- . istry predicted the tension that would
surround the election and hoped the
munity gathered in the Quadrangle on
Sept. 16 to honor a long-standing
Mass "would pertain to events of the
University tradition. Students, faculty,
world, country and Church."
Additionally,
the
Mass
staff and trustees asked God to bless
the school year when they celebrated
focused on the "gifts of the Holy
the Mass of the Holy Spirit.
Spirit," according to Vice President for
The year's theme wa s "A
Mission , Tom Reynolds. "We pray to
the Holy Spirit to bring us wisdom and
to give us the capacity to share our
gifts," said Reynolds. Members of the
congregation learned from the second
reading (1 Corinthians 12: 4-11) that
"there are varieties of gifts, but the
same Spirit." At the end of the Mass,
University president, Father Sheeran,
S.J., asked the group to acknowledge
its gifts and to continue to share them
in society.
Fr. Sheeran celebrated the
Mass with assistance from the Regis
Jesuit community and a guest priest
from St. Louis, MO. Homilist Timothy
McMahon , S.J. , Provincial of the
Missouri Province of Jesuits, reminded the audience to strive to be honest
Father Timothy McMahon, S.J.,
and humble in the time of tension.
joined the Regis community, giving
Both staff and students come
the homily for the Mass of the Holy to the Mass of the Holy Spirit for
Spirit.
Renee Felton
Staff Reporter

..

togetherness and an opportu1J_ity to
pray with other members of the Regis
population.
Sophomore Brittani
Sours said the Mass "is good for
Regis University to gather in faith."
Joshua Wood, senior, echoed Sours'
sentiments saying the occasion "intermingles faculty, staff and students,
which is something that few events
do."
A celebration of diversity, that
included performances and hors
d'oeuvres from around the world,
complemented the Mass.
Sandra
Mitchell, associate to the provost for
diversity, said the "celebration that followed the Mass this year was a continued celebration of spirit through a
few different cultures. " It unofficially
marked the beginning of this year's
diversity initiatives that "remind folks
that diversity is important and should
be celebrated," according to Mitchell.
The Mass of the Holy Spirit
honored a tradition that is celebrated
not only at Regis, but at a majority of
Jesuit and Catholic educational institutions around the United States.
Reynolds is confident that the Mass
will "carry on for decades and will continue to bring the University together
for a wonderful event."

Take a walk
through the
Regis
University
arboretum on
pages 6-7.

Sept. 16 kicked off the 2004
Alumni Weekend for Regis University
and Loretto Heights College graduates. The Lowell Campus played host
to over 500 alums from all across the
country. Being honored this year were
the graduating classes ending with 4
and 9, beginning with 1999 and going
back to 1954. Usually taking place in
mid-July, this is the first year that the
gathering was held during the school
year "There is usually a lot of construction on campus during the summer. Having the weekend during the
regular school year gives the alums a
chance to see the university at its
best," says Penny Dempsey St. John,
executive director of Alumni and
Parent Relations and Regis class of
1973.
Thursday started out with a
breakfast roundtable at the University
Club in Denver followed by the Mass
of the Holy Spirit which took place on
campus. The evening closed with a
donor dinner attended by alumni, parents, students, faculty and friends of
the university. Friday's events began
at 8:30 a.m. and included a campus
tour, a luncheon, the unveiling of the
Notarianni Political Collection at
Dayton Memorial Library and an
assortment of "classes." Later that
night at the ALC, the School for
Professional Studies celebrated its
2s th Anniversary with a ceremony
honoring the classes of 1978 and
1979. All around Denver, each graduating class had their own reunion at a
different location, some on campus
while others traveled to downtown
restaurants, suburban country clubs
and even to the homes of fellow classmates.
Saturday opened with ·classes" or workshops lead by Regis professors at 9:00 a.m. "I had one person
show up for my presentation. I guess
we learned that you can't schedule an
event at nine in the morning when
everyone was out partying the night
before. Perhaps being back on campus helped alums to revert back to
their college ways," says Randy
Lumpp, professor of religious studies.
(continued on page 2)
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Odds & Ed's
This
column
is
meant purely for
entertainment purposes. It reflects the
writer's own views
and imagination.

Regis seeks off-campus parking solutions

Mission Statement:
As the staff of the Regis
University student-run publication, the Highlander, we intend to
serve the campus and the neighborhood by providing a weekly
forum regarding pertinent news
and ideas. Our publ ication is
designed to cultivate greater
overall awareness and participation in university events by providing consistent coverage of
issues affecting those involved
with Regis University.

Ed Bessenbacher
Managing Editor
Ladies and gentlemen step
right up and prepare to be astounded
like never before by the extravaganza
of the odd. Well, technically this will
be year number three of unexplained
signs of madness and tom foolery
grouped into the shape of a column,
but who says I don't have a few new
tricks up my socks. I don't believe in
sleeves. For the rookies out there,
and I believe there are about 600 judging from the bulging sides of the residence halls, this fountain of syntax will
express a view of the world, or something like it, through the eyes of one
too deranged to see it normally. Keep
your hands and arms inside and enjoy
not having to go through security
every time you want to fly this plane.
There are two schools of
thought when it comes to Special Ed:
there are those that believe my writing
to be heaven-inspired and flawless in
all regards; and there were two people
that once told me I should quit immediately because surely monkeys can
type better. Mom and Dad, if you're
reading I still love you. The truth is,
however, that I suffer from permanent
writers block and just start typing as
the panic of not making it into the
paper overtakes me.
Speaking of overtaking things,
in the ongoing wake of the Iraq
tea
party,
we
at
impromptu
Rangerland have let slip a tragedy of a
takeover under our very noses. Citing
the threat of a "terrorist regime," members of the Regis community marched
virtually unopposed into fourth floor
Main Hall, the former home of various
poltergeists, aberrations, and floating,
scary thingies. What once were calm
hallways of ghostly happiness and
peaceful malevolence, have been horribly transformed into efficient workspace and much-needed classrooms.
Speaking of those hallways,
intramural flag football announced
yesterday that it would play the
remainder of the season on the third
floor in order to avoid bad weather.
Was it a prerequisite in the 1800s that
when building a structure the hallways
must be wide enough to drive a combine through? And don't even get me
started about how they should use
those banners to make a flip-book of
faculty doing triple back-flips into the
Dayton Memorial Lagoon. Stunning.
But back to the issue at elbow.
I don't believe in hands either. I spoke
with Mr. Professional Important
Person about the spearing of the
specters during a private interview
conducted at that little amphitheatre
by the Coors Light Center, those stairs
where no one ever goes despite the
fact that it is cool . He stated that the
administration had every right to move
in to Main Hall because the beings living there possessed WMD's. For the
layperson, get up and do something;
for those who don't know what WMD
means it is "Weapons that Might Delay
construction."
People of Rangerland, we
must not sit idly by as our buildings are
tragically renovated giving us very
nice classrooms and convenient
offices. I believe my work here is
done, until next time remember: just
because I make this stuff up, that
doesri'.t.make it r:iQht.. . •.

Hfghlanaer
3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop 1-8
Denver CO 80221
303-964-5391

Managing Editor
Ed Bessenbacher
Photo by Sarah Martin

The El Jebel Shrine parking lot is serving as extra parking for the year. A
shuttle transfers drivers from the parking lot to the campus. Faculty who
use the parking lot receive a free lunch voucher for their participation. The
lot is open from 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and the shuttle runs every 15 minutes.
Benjamin Gamboa
Staff Reporter
With an increase in student
enrollment this year, Regis had a
shortage in parking spaces on campus
for faculty, staff, and students. Regis
administrators turned to the community and El Jebel Shrine to help alleviate
the problem, who is offering the use of
its lot for free Monday through Friday
between 8 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
The Shrine's lot "can hold as
many as 200 vehicles, but usually is
only half full, " says Karen Webber, vice
president of university services. As an
incentive, the University teamed with
Sodexho are offering free lunch vouchers to faculty and staff that use the
new system.
The incentive is not offered to
students because Regis hopes that
the new arrangement w ill open
enough spaces on campus during the
day that even commuting students will
not need to use El Jebel. Even with El
Jebel , Jess Waitzman, a junior in the
Rueckert-Hartman School for Health
Professions, says she "has difficulty
finding parking spaces."
Although mostly staff uses El
Jebel , some students use it during the
day, says Kelly Darby in university
relations. She parks daily at El Jebel
praising the system for being prompt,

easy, and convenient. Traci Austin in
School for Professional Studies admissions also enjoys the new system, but
suggested that opening the parking lot
before 7 a.m. would encourage more
staff that arrives earlier in the morning
to use El Jebel as well.
"El Jebel is only a temporary
parking solution for the two hundred
parking spaces that Regis needs,"
says Webber. According to the Lowell
Campus Master Plan, permanent solutions like expanded parking lots and a
parking structure by the Residence
Village are planned , but buildings must
be relocated and parking lots taken
offline for as long as eight months
before the plans can be completed.
Closing 280 spaces for an entire
semester would make the problem
worse, says Webber. Regis is waiting
until K-Mart's lease is up in January
2006, before closing any parking for
construction.
Regis provides a free shuttle
service every 15 minutes between
Lowell Campus and El Jebel. The
shuttle, making stops at the Student
Center, Main Hall, the Adult Learning
Center, and the Coors Life Directions
Center, starts at 8 a.m. and makes its
last pick-up at 6:15 p.m. Signs are
posted at each stop. El Jebel Shrine is
located on 50th Avenue just west of

Also that morning, additional
events took place at Loretto Heights
College.now Teikyo-Loretto Heights
Japanese University, the all women's
school that merged with the all men's
Regis College in 1988. In the afternoon , University President Fr. Michael
Sheeran, S. J., hosted a lunch on campus. Denver Auditor and Regis professor, Dennis Gallagher led a LoDo
walking tour, while back at school
there was a wine tasting. An all alumni
dinner with drinks and dancing concluded the day.
The weekend was wrapped up
on Sunday with two masses at the St.
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Tennyson Street.

Alumni: weekend gives Regis
grads chance to catch up, reflect
and let loose
(continued from page one)

Associate Editor
Chris Dieterich

John Francis Regis Chapel and an
alumni picnic and carnival held in the
Boettcher Commons. Students, faculty and staff welcomed alums and their
families for food, games, prizes and
even a clown. "Overall, the weekend
went very well, the alumni who came
to the events had a positive experience, which is what we were hoping
for," says Rachel Puckett, assistant
director of alumni and parents relations and Regis class of 2001. "Next
year, we would like to increase attendance and will meet to discuss possible ways to do this. We also would
welcome more students to get
involved," says Puckett.

Faculty Advisor
Ian T. Dawe

Editorials
Editorials are the opinions of the
author, which do not necessarily
reflect the views of Regis
University or the Highlander.
Submissions
Submissions are encouraged
from our readers. All submissions will be reviewed for appropriateness, content, and length
by the Editorial Staff to ensure
suitability of content and quality
of thought. Email to highlander@regis.edu. The deadline
for receipt of letters is 5:00 p.m.
on Tuesday.
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Class Senators elected to represent Regis population
Four make commitment to
serve their respective classes
Natalie Vigilante
Staff Reporter

Photo by Natalie Vigilante

Tom Deem, senior senator
The senior class senator is
Tom Deem; a 21 years old from
Seattle, WA. Deem has been at Regis
all four years as an honors biology
major. Deem has been very active at
Regis: he is serving as a resident
assistant in Desmet Hall for a second
year, a teaching assistant in the biology department, and in addition, Deem
Alex Glueckler, 20, is the juniors' class
senator,
from
Scottsdale,
AZ.
Glueckler is a double major of finance
and accounting and a religious studies
minor. He is a member of the club
track team and men's volleyball team.
Previously, he was director of S.I.C.
(student involvement committee).
Currently, he is the student representative for the Board of Trustees Physical
Plant. He is also an associate justice
on J-Board and serves on the appropriations committee . According to
Glueckler, Regis is revising its constitution, which right now he is editing to
improve. As class senator he said, "I
want to make Regis the best student's
want it to be."

is a member of P.A.C (programming
activities council). Last year he was
chairman of H.A.C (health awareness
committee), founded Alpha Epsilon
Delta, a pre-medical/ health honors
society, and served on the appropriations committee and Last Call. He
also works for the University of
Colorado Health/Science Center,
researching molecular genetics.
In his position as senior class
senator, Deem plans to help with the
senior class gift and anything else seniors suggest need to be done for future
senior classes. Reflecting on his time
at here Deem said, "Regis has been a
perfect fit for me. Regis opened up
doors for a lot of good things in the
future." Next year he will work for
Denver Health and continue on to
medical school.

Photo by Sarah Martin

Alex Glueckler, junior senator

Freshman class senator is
Jessica Bloomenthal, 18, a native of
Colorado, from Broomfield. She has
chosen biology as her major and is a
pre-med student. She comes to Regis
with past experience in student government; during high school she
served as class representative, secretary, and co-president, working her
way up.
She chose Regis because she "likes
Photo by Natalie Vigilante
the small school environment and has Jessica Bloomenthal, frehsman
never been away from home for a long
senator
period of time."
So far Jessica says, "I love it to represent her class to the best of
here, the people are great, the profes- her capacity. She also wants to make
sors are awesome, and I like meeting sure the freshman have a voice.
all the new interesting people." She Jessica said, "I want to make the
considers herself sports-orientated school better not only for her and her
with lots of school spirit, really into class but future classes." She plans to
music, performing arts and art.
stay active in Regis' student governAs freshman class senator she wants ment all four years.

Photo by Sarah Martin

Risshcie Aran, sophomore senator

Originally from Connecticut, sophomore class senator Risschie Aran, 19,
moved to Colorado in 1998. He is a
communication major. Aran considers
himself a music enthusiast, a funny
man and entertainer. This is his first
year involved in student government,
receiving the position by luck when no
one else ran. "I'm still learning the
ropes," says Aran. This year he is
involved in various activities such as
yearbook, radio, Resident Hall
Association, and serves as a member
of S.I.C. (student involvement committee). Aran is interested in politics and
says, "I am looking forward to a wonderful experience and learning new
things from being class senator."

!

Attack: students
should use good
judgement
Continued from page 1
office does their best to prove or disprove such talk and then act accordingly. "We get a lot of information
through Residence Life, it is just a
matter of getting enough to act on,"
Williams stated. "If something is just
word of mouth, we try to ask the
appropriate questions and then act to
follow up on those," he continued.
The intramural field is not covered directly with security features like
cameras, according to Williams, and
he was unaware of any previous incidents of this magnitude taking place
on the field before. Regular security
patrols and cameras in the adjacent
parking lot assist in keeping that area
safe, but even so, Williams urges students not to be on the field after sundown.
Despite
recent
events,
Kathryn Mahoney, hall director of
O'Connell Hall believes that students
living on campus are "as safe as ~hey
were before." She cited poor choices
by students as the primary reason for
the trouble on campus.
Both Mahoney and Williams
say students should appeal to ~he!r
common sense in the wake of the incident. Traveling in pairs at night and
utilizing safety officers whenever one
feels uncomfortable are easy methods
of ensuring personal safety on campus, according t~ Williams.

This is white space.
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It could be your space.

Cartoonist wanted.
Contact the Highlander at 303-964-5391 or highlander@regis.edu
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Responsibility for informed political opinions lies with voters not media
Issues rather than
scandals should be
basis for votes
John Rief and Brian Schrader
Staff Writers
We are sure that you have all
been reading or at least hearing about
the 'memo gate' scandal (if that's what
you would call it) concerning CBS and
it's top news man Dan Rather. Well
this is probably only true if you listen to
AM talk radio or read conservative
biogs on the net. That being said,
some background is probably necessary. On an episode of CBS's 60
Minutes 11, Dan Rather claimed to have
official documents indicating that
George W. Bush's service record in the
Air National Guard was less than
exemplary.
This resulted in a backlash by
members of the conservative media
including claims that the documents
were forgeries and may have been
produced by the Democratic National
Party somewhere in Texas. This in
turn has led to an internal investigation
by CBS as to the authenticity of the
documents, and ultimately a statement
by CBS saying that they should not
have used the documents because

Bush's record in the Texas National
Guard has been brought into question by both the Kerry campaign
and now documents presented on
CBS.
they could not prove that they were
real.
This issue has raised questions regarding journalistic ethics,
campaign ethics, and even a claim by
Rush Limbaugh that it represents
some kind of criminal conspiracy by
the left. Certain members of the conservative media are arguing that
Rather only went ahead with the story

as part of his ongoing vendetta against
the Bushs and the GOP. Others claim
that John Kerry planned the release of
the documents in order to jump start
his new campaign strategy of questioning Bush's National Guard service.
All of these concerns boil
down to the basic claim that the Fourth
Estate, the press, has lost a great deal
of credibility and that it has in fact detrimentally impacted the election by giving inaccurate information to voters.
This claim is not only an exaggeration
of the actual impact of these memos
but also begs the question of whether
Rush and his talk radio friends think
that we are all so ignorant as to base
our vote on the possibility of forged
documents.
This election should not and
will not be about forged documents or
swift boats. It will not center on the
issue of whether either of the two candidates, Bush and Kerry, have adequate knowledge to run our military.
Honestly, a few years of service does
not qualify anyone to run the largest
military-industrial complex on the face
of the planet. This election is about
ideas and the future of our country.
Rather than falling victim to the endless and meaningless garbage strewn
about our political landscape at the
moment, we must instead center ourselves.
Regis University is filled with
hundreds of newly registered voters

who are about to be part of one of the
most crucial decisions that they have
faced in a life time. Who they vote for
should not and will not be based on
whether some documents were forged
by CBS or whether one or the other of
our two candidates has just enough
military experience to pass the mark.
It will instead be about the problems in
Iraq, healthcare, civil liberties and economic productivity.
Every time there is some
scandal in the press, we have to hear
about how the press, in some deterministic way, has inaccurately and
wrongly affected the election, but
these isolated examples are no reason
to stop trusting the press. Also,
instead of complaining about CBS, we
should all be reading from multiple
news sources and outlets in order to
balance the news we receive and
make informed decisions.
Our press has not lost its ability to give us the necessary information
for democratic decision-making. It is
still vibrant. The problem is those who
would like to cast doubt on our democratic process due to one possible
scandal. Ignore it, or listen to it, we do
not really care; however, those who
decide to give this scandal any weight
in their vote are choosing to base this
election on hyperbole and conjecture.

Bumper sticker rhetoric not beneficial to settling disagreements
Josi Berry
Staff Writer
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At what point did insults become the product
of freedom of expression? As seen in the cars in our
own Regis parking lot, as well as on the roads and
highways of this country, bumper stickers voice the
political, religious and social attitudes of those manning the cars. There is, I believe, no problem in disagreement between fellow Americans or promoting
one's own agenda; however, it appears that many
bumper stickers are not a vehicle for self expression, but rather an indication that a sentence long,
negative, and usually offensive statement, is the
method by which we choose to show who we are.
The intent of this mean-spirited self-expression seems to be degrading the values and lifestyles
of those with whom one does not agree. For example, pro-lifers have taken the fight for the unborn and
changed it to a condemnation of pro-choice people
by such bumper sticker sentiments as "Abortion is
Homicide." A statement like that cannot be meant to
win friends and influence people; it is clearly an
attack.
Of course those on the other side have also
taken this tactic with such winning sentiments as
"Terminate All Unwanted Pregnancies" and "Friends
don't Let Friends sleep with Pro-lifers." Both sides of
the abortion issue lose their credibility by changing
this ethical debate into name-calling.
It has become, it seems to me, that we as a
people can no longer tastefully disagree. We must
now hate those with which we disagree. John Kerry
supporters are now terrorist supporters and Bush
supporters are forest murderers according to some
of the car owners in the parking lot. Have we lost the
ability to think positively about our beliefs? This
would be a great idea to expand upon. The best
defense has really become the best offence. This
way all one has to do is mock what others believe
while never having to defend his beliefs. Self-analysis, thoughtful consideration and discussion have
given way to five by two inch adhesives.
It is easier to take an ambiguous stand on
what we do not like rather than take the time to find
what it is that defines who we are. The purpose of
an education , of a life really, is to reconcile the contradictions within ourselves. Therefore, without ever
dealing with these personal contradictions, the path
of least -resistance is to point out what is wrong
externally. To insult someone (or some group) is to

PATRIOT
FOR PEACE
Photo by Sarah Martin

Bumper stickers found on cars in the Regis parking lots sometimes boil complex
issues down to a single sentence or phrase, making a true dialogue on important
issues difficult.
relieve one's own pressure. To place blame is to
alleviate one's own responsibility. We do not really
have to believe in anything as long as we are taking
a stand against something. And instead of shouting
it from the treetops we subtly suggest it with our
cars.
Through the trite medium of the bumper sticker our opinions, beliefs and deep concerns are dilut-

ed into meaningless tag lines and slogans. The
bumper sticker not only allows for snap comments,
but snap judgments by those who read them, further
polarizing our communities.
All I am saying is think before you stick.

" MAKE THEM PAY ATTENTION TO US"
DON'T FORGET

OCTOBER 4 IS THE LAST DAY TO
REGISTER TO VOTE
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
http://www.newvotersproject.org/
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Amend ment 36 a bad idea for Colorado and its voters
Memories of Florida evoked
by poorly thought out ballot
proposal
Andrew Cole
Opinions Editor
I do not have enough space here to outline
all of the reasons why you should get to the poles on
November 2, but I will say that I think it is importan~
that we all vote, if for no reason other than the fact
that we can, because there are many people in the
world who cannot say the same. While I have been
very impressed by the political involvement of students on campus this year, I know there are still
those of you out there who are not interested in voting.
So, over the next few weeks leading up to
the election I will be writing about some of the issues
that will be at stake as reasons why you should vote.
For those of you who are not interested in participating in our civic privilege, hopefully these issues will
give you some reason to take time out of your day
to vote. For those of you who are interested, hopefully these editorials will be informative or at least
thought provoking. This week, I'm going to attempt
to tackle the proposed Amendment 36.
36 proposes that the Colorado constitution
be changed so that the electoral votes allotted to
Colorado be awarded to presidential candidates
proportionally. The current practice called "winner
take all," which is followed by 47 other states, is to
award all the electoral votes from a state when a
candidate wins the plurality of votes in that state.
For example, in the last presidential election, George W. Bush won 50.8 percent of the vote
here in Colorado. At the time Colorado was allotted
eight Electoral College votes based on population,
so Bush won eight votes. In the new proposed proportional system, if Bush were to win the same number of popular votes in Colorado, he would only
receive just over half of the electoral votes. Since
Colorado now has nine electoral votes, Bush would
win five of those votes and John Kerry would be
awarded the remaining four.
Some proponents of the amendment say

Electoral College vote distribution is determined by state population. Displayed here is the distribution that will be used in the November 2 presidential election.
that it could give a voice to third party candidates
who would be allowed to earn Electoral College
votes. Others say that it would be a more true form
of direct election. Still others claim that since the
Electoral College has not been changed on the
national level, it is up to the states to take the initiative and Amendment 36 could be a starting point for
other states to follow.
As nice as all of these ideas sound, each of
them is either not true or not a good enough reason
to make Colorado the laughing stock of the nation.
That's right, remember Florida? Ever wonder how it
must have felt during that debacle of an election
down there. Because if 36 passes, you'll have a
good chance to experience it first hand.
This is because there is a clause written in
to the amendment that says that it will be applied to
this election. That means that it will take effect
before the Electoral College officially meets in
December to pick the President. Until now this has
been a largely ceremonial event, with the election
presumably already decided. However, you better
believe that whichever candidate wins the popular
vote in Colorado will take this to court because he
will want all nine votes rather than just the five he

will be awarded.
And the truth is that he will probably have a
pretty good case for challenging an ex post facto
change in the voting system. I know that I would
rather not sit and watch the news for the whole
month of November as Ken Salazar and Bill Owens
along with a hoard of lawyers from both Bush and
Kerry's campaign duel over the four electoral votes
that may hand one qf them the election.
The fact is that the Electoral College is not
going to be changed by single states' actions. The
relevance of the College is an issue for another article, but if it is to be changed, this is not the most
constructive way to go about it. And as a citizen of
Colorado, I do not want to see our great state
reduced to a shameful mess by the legal battle that
will most surely follow the amendment's passing.
Whether you agree with me or not, make
sure that you go out and state your opinion on the
subject by voting on November 2. If this still is not a
reason to vote, keep opening the Highlander for
more issues that will make this election important to
your life.
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Innocent on Death Row
0 """I

I

Juan Melendez-Colon
Wednesday September 29th
Regis University
Science Amphitheater
3:30-5:00p.m.
In 2002 Juan Melendez-Colon became the 99th
death row prisoner to be exonerated and
released since 1973. He served seventeen years,
eight months on Florida's death row.
The
· Florida Supreme Court upheld his conviction
and death sentence three times despite his innocence. Finally, a long-forgotten transcript of a
taped confession by the real killer was discovered.
Sponsored by
Coloradans Against the Death Penalty
Regis Student Government Association Dialogue
Project
Regis Justice Education Office,
Information: Byron Plumley (303) 964-3660,
bplumley@regis.edu
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Photo by Sarah Martin

Though not an official part of the arboretum tour, the corridor between
the Science Building and Loyola Hall features an abundance of cacti and
plants that thrive in sunny, dry weather climates. Passerbys proceed with
caution through this treacherous stretch of path.
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Photo by Sarah Martin

Enormous trees featured in Regis University's arboretum tower over the statue of ~ary in the Grotto area. Officially founded in 2000, the Regis arboretum has quickly become one of the most recognized in the region. The arboretum houses over200 different species of plant life, creatinga lush and picturesque campus.
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This Sawtooth Oak (Quercus
acutissima) stands proud in the
Boettcher Commons as the 1995
State Champion. The tree is the
state's largest Sawtooth Oak. It is
located in the southeast corner of
Boettcher commons and shades a
bench along the pathway. Do you
wonder why we have so many
squirrels around the quad? II may
be because this tree produces a
large amount -of acorns that feeds
many forms · of wildlife, including
squirrels.

A Walk i the Park
Sarah Martin
Photo Editior

_

Gnarly Tree Knowledge

According to research trees hcve the potential to:

I
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Photo by ·sarah Martin

This semi-circle of Emerald Arborvitae trees (Thuja occidentalis 'Smaragd)
encloses the picnic tables outside of West Hall and gives a "protected" feel
for those doing homework or gathering for a social smoke. The Emerald
Arborvitae are generally used for ornamental purposes and can sometimes
be trimmed into different shapes. The trees stay an emerald green color
year-round.

'. '

With a renowned arboretum on campus, life at Regis is just

Upon coming to Regis in the early
*Reduce water runoff and ollution
nineties, Pat Schlanger learned 61 a
dream that Marita Tewes, Mike Pacheco,
*Lessen social service buqgets
and others of Physical Plant had hoped
*Decrease police calls fer domestic 11iolence
for the Lowell Campus. In accordance
*Strengthen urban comrru ities
with his predecessors, Schlanger has
"always kept it close to [his] heart." He
*Decrease the incidence of child abuse
continued the dream for an Arboretum '
*Residents who live near trees have significantly better
that wou_
ld include an array of manicured
trees that would thrive in the difficult
relations with and stron~er ties to their neighbors
Colorado climate. Some of the stately
*Feyver reports of physical violence in homes with trees
trees already decorated the campus, but
to establish an "arboretum" would encouroutside the homes
age the ornamental, scientific and educa*Of the residents intervieNed, 14% of residents living in
tional benefits.
barren conditions have threatened to use a knife or
While others including Karen
Webber and Mike Redmond support the
gun against their children versus 3% for the residents
Arboretum efforts, it is Schlanger who
living in green conditiors.
supervises the Arboretum's growth and
*Hospital patients with a view of trees recover much
maintenance. As the Associate Director
of Operations for Physical Plant and
faster and with fewer complications than similar
Landscape, Schlanger rel_ies greatly on
patients without such vews.
the landscape crew. "They really take
'Source:
·
pride in it," Schlanger commends their
diligent upkeep. The respect from stuIt remained Fr. Callahan's modest
and words.
Schlanger smiles as he
dents has been a good incentive and supremembers how Fr. Callahan always dream that urged him to encourage
port for the Arboretum.
After all
made efforts even to plant the small "mail- trustee Martin Hart Class of 1957 to conSchlanger explains, it is truly for them thai
order twigs" throughout the campus, tribute the financiai' backing that ~ade the
the Arboretum truly exists. It is hoped,
despite many being lost to being tram- arboretum dream a reality. With continhowever, to increase the whole communiued monies from a Golden Triangle
pled.
ty's awareness of our Arboretum.
Fr. Callahan is also responsible Construction fund, upkeep and modest
Schlanger makes the humble
for acquiring the great Sawtooth Oa~ that additions are made possible. At.the 2000
request to give proper due to those who
is positioned in the quad near Carroll Hall. Mass of Holy Spirit, the Arboretum was
were instrumental in the creation and
He paid a mere five dollars for the tree at officially dedicated. While it will always be
progress of the Arboretum.
Although
a local greenhouse that had no one who assured its position as an arboretum, ii
many unknown names claim responsibiliwanted it And since 1995, the tree has will take continued philanthropy and
ty for planting the majestic creatures that
maintained its rank as the state champi- attention to attain Schlanger's dream.
shade our campus, Schlanger recalled a
Looking at the "fabulous" Denver
on. Additionally, as many as five other
few. Rev. John J. Callahan, S.J. enviBotanic
Gardens, Schlanger recognizes
campus
trees
have
been
State
sioned an arboretum in both his actions
that
there
is a great audience for public
Champions. ·

and children's classes that could be
offered.
Also, incorporating the
Arboretum with Regis courses would be
ideal. Among the half-dozen Colorado
gardens, Regis has quickly become an
admirable and notable arboretum.
Currently, city foresters and other interested horticulturalists bring classes out to
see the variety Regis boasts. "It's a great
place to introduce them to trees that don't
normally grow in Colorado ," Schlanger
explains.
The maintenance of the majestic
trees doesn't come without some stress,
however. In the treacherous blizzard of
'03, five trees were lost, but replaced with
the same species. With the ongoing construction, some funds are made available
for landscaping. If a newly planted tree
fails, however, warranties allow for the
investment to be replaced. Careful consideration is given to the temperament of
the trees, however, so that they will be
long-lived additions on our campus.
While Schlanger appreciates the
range of the 200 diverse species that
have been able to thrive on the Regis
campus, he noies that his favorite
remains the statuesque cottonwood
neighboring the baseball field.
The
Colorado native tree proves that we don't
have to look far for beauty. He comments
that foresight is needed, as well. Many
residents make the mistake of planting an
aspen, while Schlanger points out that the
short-lived trees that don't fair well at the
lower altitudes. In fact, they should "have
patience, and plant an oak."
Anyone interested in learning more about
or taking a tour of the Regis University
Arboretum should contact Pat Schlanger,
303.458.4348.

A student enjoys the shade of the
Northern Red Oak in the Boettcher
Commons.

The rose garden in front of
O'Connell Hall serves as a memorial for the Martyrs of El Salvador.

Photo by Sarah Martin

Perhaps one of the most prominent trees on campus is the Weeping
American Elm (Ulmus Americana 'Pendula), located in the O'Connell Hall
mini-quad. The tree provides a large canopy of shade during the spring
and summer months when the leaves are full. Generally, the American Elm
species will grow 80 to 130 feet high and 60 to 120 feet wide.
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Women's soccer finding success and improvement on the road
behind, seven more are in store for this
season. These upcoming games will
include trips to Texas, Oklahoma, and
Florida.
When asked why there are more away
games this year than others, Coach
Belzer explained "I felt we could do it
with as old a team as we are and the
experience this team has. I feel that
we can succeed." Senior defender
Katie Hopkins affirms that the additional away games will be beneficial to the

Team
endeavors rise
above and beyond
their standards
C:
:,

Andrea Silva
Staff Reporter
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Defeating opposing tecfms is
one thing, but working to improve
dynamics within the team is a whole
other ballgame. This year, the Regis
University women's soccer team will
be focusing on rising above their own
personal best as a group.
According to Coach J.B.
Belzer, focusing on surmounting the
team's own standards will be the
biggest challenge for the women's soccer team this year. Belzer explains
"We can't control other teams, but
what we can control is how we prepare
ourselves."
After opening the season with
two defeats from the University of
Nebraska, Omaha and Metro State,
Coach Belzer recognized that the
team was "good enough" to beat the
tough competition, but felt that the
team needed to change its tactics and
concentrate more on enhancing the
team's potential. By "controlling the
controllable," Belzer feels confident

\

"We can't control other
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Regis-player's CarrieAnna Cordova, Lindsey Green, Haley Daunis and Alli
Rausch converge on a lone Thunderwolf from Colorado State UniversityPueblo. The Rangers won the game 5-0, continuing their strong play.
that this season will improve game by goal percentage has seen improvegame.
ment.
So far this approach is working
While seven seniors dominate
out well for the Rangers. Junior mid- the team this year, five new freshmen
fielder Lilia Utu feels that this season is players are also adding to the team's
Senior defender Katie
"picking up and looking good." energy.
Echoing Coach Belzer, Utu says that Hopkins and junior midfielder Lilia Utu
the team is "working towards playing agree that the freshmen are "good
better with every game to become a contributions" to the women's team.
better team."
Notable freshman this far in the seaAdvancing technique will also son are sweeper Tara Kirkpatrick and
be a key priority during the 2004 cham- forward Julie Rogers, whom Coach
pionship season. According to Belzer, Belzer says stepped up early in the
the women's soccer team will be work- season cind have already complementing to improve speed of play, as well as ed the team's success significantly.
"creating more chances [to score] and
Besides anticipating becoming
taking those chances," while "making a stronger team, the Rangers look forsure there is a quality of opportunities." ward to a rough traveling schedule this
Already in the season, the shots-on- year. With five away games already

teams, but what we can
control is how we prepare
ourselves."
J.B.Belzer
Women's Soccer Coach
team, saying that the travel schedule
will be "good for team chemistry."
This early in the season, with
twelve games still ahead, anything is
possible. Regardless of how many
games end in victory or defeat, Coach
Belzer and the players are determined
to achieve the goal of becoming more
powerful as a group. Be sure to keep
up with the Rangers' as they travel to
take on the University of Central
Oklahoma and West Texas A&M this
weekend.

Ranger Replay: fall season sports in review
Nikki Lawson
Sports Editor

With the fall athletic season
well underway, the Rangers are finding
great success as well as great competition in the RMAC and beyond. Regis
has seven varsity teams that compete
in the fall season . All teams are in the
middle of RMAC play, and three different Rangers, Jonathan Ramirez,
Joanna Humphreys, and Chris Sylvia
have been named RMAC Players of
the Week

Rosales added one. T-he Rangers
had another important road victory on
September 19 against the Colorado
School of Mines. Ramirez was the
only Ranger to find the back of the net
in the 1-0 win and was named the
RMAC's Offensive Player of the Week
on September 23.
Look for the
Rangers this weekend, October 1 and
3 as they host the Regis University
Invitational.
Women's Soccer, undefeated
in September, tallied two more road
wins against Fort Lewis College and

victory. Murphy added two goals to University of Northern Colorado
her count and Sophomore Meghan Invitational.
Thompson secured the game winner
Competing for the Women's
in her first collegiate goal. Although a Golf team in its inaugural season are
three game shutout streak was Sophomore Victoria Leone and
snapped for Ranger goalkeeper Freshmen Tierney Powers.
Most
Joanna Humphreys, the sophomore
saved a penalty kick late in the game
and was also named the RMAC's
Defensive Player of the Week two oonsecutive weeks on September 23 and
September 16.
Despite being defeated 3-0
against first ranked University of ~
Nebraska-Kearney and 15th ranked 'a;
Fort Hayes University, the Ranger ~
Volleyball team is still even 2-2 in the ~
RMAC.
For the weekend, Senior >~
Holly Yamada had 24 kills and 22 §
digs. The Rangers are next in action .!!1
.
Cl
October 2 and 3 with two road match- &.
es against Adams State College and o
Fort Lewis College.
The Men's and Women's '§
'
.
0
Cross-Country teams are back in u
action October 2 competing in the -§
.c
Rocky Mountain Shootout (CU host) a.. - - - -- and the Colorado College Invitational.
Sophomore Goalkeeper Joanna
.s On September 18, both teams finished
i second at the Western State Open in Humphries has been named the
RMAC's Defensive Player of the
Gunnison, Colorado. For the men,
~ Sophomore Jesse Hunter finished Week for two consecutive weeks
~ 19th with a time of 13:24 and Junior following three shutouts and a
~ Jesse Stevens finished 29th (14:160. penalty kick save.
~ The top finishers on the women's side recently, Powers finished 15th while
were Senior Kassi DeRaad (10th, Leone captures 20th place at the
16: 17) and Junior Allison Hingtgen RMAC Championships September 20(12th,16:39).
21. The Rangers will compete in the
On September 20-21, the Regis University Invitation October 3-4
Men's Golf team finished 8th at the at Fox Hollow Golf Course in
RMAC Championships. Leading the Lakewood.
way was junior Chris Sylvia who tied
For more information and
for fourth and Sophomore Miles updated results for the Rangers, visit
Philpy finishing 14th. Sylvia, who gar- the
athletic
website
at:
nered First Team Alf-RMAC recogni- www.regis.edu/athletics.
tion last week, also took first at the
Adams State Invitation earlier this
month. The Rangers will conclude
their fall season October 10-12 at the

i
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Junior defenderJonathan Ramirez dribbles the ball down the field.
Ramirez was named the RMAC's Offensive Player of the Week on
September 23.
The Men's Soccer team, after Mesa State College. The Rangers
a rough 0-4 start, pulled to an even 2- dethroned undefea~d Fort Lewis by
2 in the RMAC with a victorious week- the count of 2-0 on September 17.
end. On September 17, the Ranger Senior Ashley Blain-Hartung and
men derailed Colorado Christian redshirt-Junior Kate Murphy each
University by a score of 6-0. Juniors scored their first goals of the season.
Sven Trautmann and Jonathan On September 19, the Rangers battled
Ramirez each tallied two goals while through an intense physical match-up
Junior Cody Berg and Senior Jose against Mesa State to capture a 3-1
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REACH program aims at educating and involving athletes
program are to educate athletes about
drug and alcohol abuse as well as time
management issues and making
healthy choices.
This year, REACH is instilling
a new program that will take Regis athletes' involvement one step further.
Gregg Harper, head athletic trainer at

New competition
between varsity teams
will increase athlete
participation around
campus

"What role do I want

Mike Daly
Staff Reporter

alcohol and other drugs to
play in my life?"

For the last 12 years, the
REACH program, which stands for
Responsible
Educated
Athletes
Choosing Healthy Lifestyles, has
played a role in . every Regis athlete_'s
collegiate experience. Developed in
1992 by current athletic director Barb

REACH Code for Athletes

Regis, is also involved in the REACH
program and has helped to create an
athlete competition board this year.
This is a huge project that REACH
hopes will be successful in educating
and involving athletes this year and for
future years as well.
According to Harper, the competition board involves all 12 collegiate
teams at Regis and is broken down
into six different categories. The categories are Team Enhancement,
Athletes Supporting Athletes, Team
GPA,
Community
Service,
REACH/SAAC Involvement, and
'e Above and Beyond. The different
~ teams can get points in each category
i and whichever team garners the most
~ points at the end of the year wins
~ $1,000. This money can be used for
-§ team trips, equipment, or an end of the
& year party.
Teams will be awarded points
"The Board" for the REACH compein the Team Enhancement category for
tition between athletic teams hangs
attending programs and assemblies
in the Fieldhouse.
about
REACH.
The
Athletes
Supporting Athletes category will
Schroeder and director of personal reward teams for supporting other
counseling Susan Richardson, the teams throughout the year. The team
REACH program is run through the with the highest GPA will get points
Choices program to teach athletes to and points will also be awarded to
make the right choices and to create a teams that do extra community service
safe environment. Other goals of the hours. Every team has REACH/SAAC

!::======~~~~~~

representatives who will earn points for
attending meetings and staying
involved. The final category, Above
and Beyond, will award teams points
for doing something extraordinary that
is not mentioned in the other categories. The only way a team can lose
points is through disciplinary issues
concerning drugs or alcohol.
Photo By Nikki Lawson
Harper believes that the main
goal for the REACH program is to get
students to examine the question
"What role do I want alcohol and other
drugs to play in my life?" It is important
for athletes to consider this question
because abiding by the REACH code
makes the athletic program stronger
Ranger golfer Chris Sylvia tied for
and more competitive.
Each of the athletic teams at fourth place at the RMAC Men's Golf
Regis are required to elect two repre- Championships on September 20-21.
sentatives, or REACH Reps, who will The junior also placed first at the
go to meetings and conferences. The Adams State College Invitational on
meetings are designed to educate new September 13-14 and was named the
ideas to the athletes about helping RMAC's Men's Golfer of the Week on
themselves and their teammates live September 17. Last week, he
healthy lifestyles. Because athletes
received First Team AII-RMAC recoghave the addition of sport in their lives,
it is important that they institute a dif- nition.
ferent set of choices to benefit themselves and the team. The workshops Interview by Nikki Lawson
attended by the REACH Reps are with
other student athletes; no coaches, Have you ever shot a hole-in-one?
trainers or athletic administrators are
Once, when I was 15.
present.
The athletes involved in the
REACH program and new competition What is your career highlight?
are enthusiastic about its impact.
Qualifying for the U.S. Amateur Pub
According to sophomore lacrosse
player Jenny Sorden, "REACH is a Links in 2003.
good idea because it allows athletes to
get to know athletes on other teams
What is your major?
and support them by going to each
Double
majoring in international busiothers events."
Sophomore Kate
Herder, also on the lacrosse team, ness and economics.
works for REACH this year and adds
that "it helps educate peers from harmful behaviors that can hurt them and Why did you choose Regis?
the new competition board should I really liked the small class sizes and
work well to teach that this year."
the golf coach, Mike Kramer.

Chris Sylvia:

Getting to know the
man behind the club

A seasoned take on intramurals
after losses as the playoffs are just
around the corner.
Dodge ball, made popular by
this summer's flop movie "D~ge Ball:
Well folks it's a new year,
A True Underdog Story," is getting
break out the new beer and get ready
underway as many intramural athletes
for a fantastic semester of intramural
are finding that this seemingly easy
sports. As for us non-athletes, who
sport brings serious injury and a
enjoy a good sittin' and have passed
rollercoaster of emotion.
on the unnecessary bantering of irate
As for Tuesday night's social
coaches, intramurals is perfect time to
function,
also known as bowling at
shine on our high-school glory days
Arvada
Lanes,
the intramural sports
and impress freshman chicks.
council has really outdone itself. If you
are a first time Lebowski cadet at the
bowling alley, just know that the crazy
lights are new to us veterans too. It is
rumored these new lights and the
overall bowling extravaganza is being
funded by the $10 fee for not paying
on
time. Another plus for the Tuesday
C:
•
•
~ night experience is that it sure 1s rnce
~ to get a drink without seeing a list of
~ all my peers and showing five forms
~of
identification.
co
o
For those of you who are
reading this and drinking yourself stu.
.
id for not signing up, don't fret there
Junior Amy Noyes and Senior ~
edy for your woes. After fall
Ma
.
. ht f . t
1s a rem
rgaret M~tt enJoy a mg o m ra- break a new set of intramurals ensue.
mural bowling.
Bowling will continue but there will
For those students who have
also be 3-on-3 co-ed basketball a nd
missed the sign-ups, the flag football,
whiffle ball. But for all students curdodge ball, and bowling champirently participating in intramural sports
onships are currently being fought for. we can't wait to see you on the field,
The crusade for the flag football
court, or lanes to trample your pathetcrown, arguably the most prized troic egos.
phy in all of Regis, is heating up with
many of the players falling to tears
Marty Roche and
Jared Schulte
Contributing Writers

l

What is your favorite candy bar?
Snickers.

Intramural Bowling Standings
as of September 20, 2004

McDonald's or Burger King?
McDonald's.

Team Name
Mind Your Gap
White Russians
PolishedCoffeeTables
Git R Dun
BiggJuggs
Teres Major
Jenna Jameson
Bowl Dirty
JEMS
lsometricProspective
To The Wall
83 lcki
All Stars
The Ruckers
Teres Minor
Team Liger
Larry
Hank the Goat
Guttersluts
Team Xtreme
3 Girls and a Guy
Bowling for Dumbies
He Man Women Haters
Super Dooper
Red Meds
The OC 3
4412
333x

Points
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

Any pets?
A cat named Buster and a
pekingese/poodle mix named Maggie
at home in New Jersey.
All-time favorite Disney Movie?
"Snow White, n, for sure.
What is your favorite golf club in
your bag?
My driver, a Titleist 983K.
Who is your favorite golf pro?

Tiger Woods.
Do you aspire to play competitively
after college?
I would love to play on the PGA tour.
If you could make a daily
occurence in your life an Olympic
event, what would you choose?
Definitely a breakfast cereal eating
contest. I put down at least four
bowls a day.
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Who says science can't be fun?
Death metal and bacterial growth explained in detail
Mike Simpson
Contributing Writer

Anthrax is
a great heavy metal
band. They have
given us such wonderfu I albums as
Fistful of Metal,
Armed
and
Photo By Sarah Martin
Dangerous, State
of Euphoria, and Mike Simpson practices his
everyone's favorite own weird science.
(especially mine)
Spreading the Disease. Granted they have had their
down points, which great band never had that weird
period when all their music sounded like spacey hippie crap from all the drugs they were on . Heck, two
of the original members have died from heroine and

A viral strain of anthrax ominously waits to
prey on a host.

the like, but they've managed to put themselves
back together and still rock hard. I've decided that
they have been able to come back from the bottom
for two reasons: they're so darn metal and tough.
How tough , well about as tough as anthrax. Which
begs the question, how tough is that? Well friends
tougher then the flu, but not as tough as yo mama,
booya.
Anyway, the real reason of this verbal meandering into the delves of science is to inform my fellow rangerland residents about anthrax. I find this
especially relevant in this heightened time of biolog- ('")
ical terrorism, because if someone decides that we 8
should all die a horrible, horrible death we should at @
least know of what. Whether it be anthrax or that
ultra rad stuff they used in The Rock, it's always
important to be informed.
Anthrax is the disease caused by a bacteri- Anthrax live at the House of Blues in
Hollywood, CA on May 29, 2003.
um called Bacillus anthracis. If you don't know what
a bacterium is, it's another way to say bacteria. If
contract through airborne contact. Anthrax can also
you don't know what a bacteria is, well crap for you.
be produced in large quantities with relatively basic
The bacteria produces very infectious spores that,
technology. All of the technology needed to produce
when buried in the ground, can live for years or even
anthrax is considered legitimate because of the wide
weeks. The three virulence factors of the anthrax
ranges
of uses in the biological and pharmaceutical
bacterium are edema toxin, lethal toxin , and an
industries. Why I bet that with my vast array of sciantiphagocytic capsular antigen. The toxins are
responsible for the primary manifestations of hemor- entific knowledge, I could culture some anthrax right
here at Regis if I really wanted to.
rhage, edema, and necrosis. If you don't know what
So, that's it and the take home message is
any of that stuff was just take my word that they all
Anthrax is an awesome band and anthrax is not an
suck. Most of the time, Anthrax is most often seen
awesome disease.
in wild and domesticated animals, but it also can
sicken humans who touch or inhale any spores from
a live or dead infected animal. Also people have died
from eating undercooked meat from an infected animal, which is really stupid if you ask me.
The easiest way to get anthrax is through
inhalation. It feels like the common cold, but it can
rapidly progress to severe pneumonia with difficulty
breathing and shock. You eventually start coughing
up hemorrhaging blood from your lungs, which really isn't that cool.
According to the CDC, anthrax is a likely
candidate for use as a weapon of biological terrorism. This is because of its hardy nature and ability to

Regis alumnus displays photos in O'Sullivan
theme of the works.
The photographs are
hung in chronological order, the
earliest being in black and
white, the newer, most recent
being in color. The content of
the photographs vary from
landscape, portrait, geography,
and architectural elements and
include many exotic locations

ate things and make them
three dimensional, marry the
two elements [of photography
Laura Fritz
and sculpture]." One s•pture
Staff Writer
entitled "Ecological Analog
1967" depicts the same scene
Fifth
generation
over and over at different
points in time allowing the
Coloradan Charles J. Raitz curviewer to see the changes in
rently has a show presenting
landscape and background.
fifty years of photography in the
O'Sullivan
Art
This sculpture was
displayed in the
Center on display
Museum of Modern
until
Oct.
21.
Art in 1968.
Roitz's
exhibit,
entitled "The Way
Raitz graduatHome : 50 Year
ed from Regis in
Retrospective,"
1961
and
was
greatly influenced
wrapped around
the walls of the C
by a professor
gallery accompa- ~
named
Robert
Boyle who worked
nied by many
in the art departonlookers at the ;
ment at that time.
Sept. 16, opening. ~
Raitz has been
The artist lecture ~
influenced by phois scheduled for ~
Sept. 30 at 7:00 a.. ...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
tographers
that
focus on landp.m. in O'Sullivan Charles J. Roitz's introspective representations of
scape and expresCenter and will time are currently on display.
sive form.
include a talk with
Roitz had one piece of
Roitz, a question session, and such as Mexico, Colorado,
Utah,
and
British advice for young, upcoming
more time to view his photogra- Italy,
artists and photographers, sayColumbia.
phy.
Several of the photo- ing, "Form is everything" using
Roitz's photography
asks four important questions graphs shown were in the a quote from A Beautiful Mind.
about his life as an artist: "Who forms of sculpture utilizing With at least fifty years of phoam I?" "Where did I come water and glass to display tography under his belt, Roitz's
from?" "Why am I here?" and images. When asked how he art work and ideas express his
"Where am I going?" Such came up with the idea of creat- outlook on his own life and his
questions serve as an outline ing sculpture from photogra- SO-year retrospective on the
for the photographs and the phy, Roitz replied , "I like to ere- way home.
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Regis University's
annual literary mag; azine, Reflections, is
; looking for editors for
the 2005 edition. If
•
you would like to be ;
.••
considered for this ••
position, please sub- ·
mit a letter of inter- •
est to Dr. David
Hicks, c/o Bridget
Biller, Loyola 1 by •
•
October 15, 2004. •
Please be sure and
include contact infor- ••~
••
mation.
••
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G rea t American Beer Festival distills
champion brews for 23rd year i'n Denver
Chris Dieterich
Associate Editor

In Denver, the turning of the
leaves marks not only the start of the
fall season but also the return of The
Great American Beer Festival. As the
name surely implies, the festival celebrates the ancient art of brewing and
imbibing this popular frothy beverage.
Back for its 23rd year, the festival
begins Thursday, Sept. 30 and runs
through Saturday, Oct. 2 at the
Colorado Convention Center.
Denver's GABF is the largest
of its kind in the U.S. and is widely heraided as America's premier beer tasting and competition. Promoters of this
year's festival boast that it will be "the
largest selection of beers ever gathered together on the globe." Give-aways, live music as well as a gourmet
chocolate and cheese tasting all round
out the festival Denver Mayor John

Ralph Steadman's design of this
year's offical festival poster.

General Admission: $35
General Admission at door:
$40
Groups of 15 or more: $30
Designated driver: $15
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Denver's Mayor John Hickenlooper (left) takes part judging a beer tasting
contest at his own Wynkoop Brewing Company. Mayor Hickenlooper will
give a welcoming toast to open the awards ceremony on Saturday, Oct. 2
at 1 :30 p.m. on the Amber Bock stage.
Hickenlooper, a brewer himself, fondly
sites as one of the reasons Denver is
known as the "Napa Valley of Beer."
This festival is not merely a
tasting, but a competition as well.
Brewing neophytes come from all over
seeking a much-coveted medal in one
of 65 beer-style categories. Some of
the more abstract categories offer
awards to coffee flavored beers, garden beers (fruit and vegetable) and
herb and spice beers. Many brewers
view being awarded a medal at the
GABF as a right of passage analogous
to being knighted in the world of beer.
Competition at the festival is fierce.
The 2004 festival expects approximately 1,600 beers from 320 national
breweries to vie for a chance at notori-

ety.
Such variety drastically undermines
the traditional idea that beer should
only be composed of water, hops, barley and yeast, but the recent surge in
micro brewing has forced bold new
experiments on a market willing to try
something new.
Spectators to this beverage
battleground pay $35 ($40 at the door)
to partake in the festivities. The admittance fee buys a tasting cup, a 6 oz fill
in the Beer Garden and unlimited 1oz
samples. Events at the festival are broken into four tasting sessions. Evening
sessions run from 5:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Judging of the beers takes place during a special "connoisseur tasting"

Saturday afternoon.
The GABF will also feature an
appearance by artist Ralph Steadman.
The by and large reclusive Steadman
is best known for the political illustrations and caricatures he has done for
renegade journalist
Hunter S.
Thompson. Since 1995, Steadman
has done the label illustrations for
Denver brewer Flying Dog. Friday,
Oct. 1 Steadman will be signing autographs inside the festival. Flying Dog
Brewery will also give away one of
Steadman's works sometime between
·1 p.m. and midnight. Live music will be
featured throughout the competition,
including
the
Seattle-based
Supersuckers on Friday night.
The Great American Beer
Festival is a rare opportunity to witness
a brewing competition unmatched in
magnitude anywhere in the world. The
festival is designed for educational and
entertainment purposes. A volunteer
staff reserves the right to cut off or
eject attendees for disorderfy conduct.
Clearly students must be 21 years of
age to attend. Please drink responsibly.
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lypse is nearing at an exponetial .~
pace:
~
.Pop princess Christina Aguilera, whose lastl
~album was entitled "Dirrty," has been chosen to~
~host a new MTV documentary about sexual~
~bstinence. I mean seriously, it was called1
~"Dirrty."
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Sword swallower Geoffrey Cobb, also known as Thom_ Sellecto~y,
Plunges a giant, serpentine blade down his throat, hoping to avoid_
any vital organs. In addition to swords, Cobb also drove a large_ drill
and one unsuspecting fan's glasses up his nose. A veteran of circus
side-shows and Renaissance Fairs, Cobb performed Sept. 23 _as th e
headliner of Regis' weekly entertainment series Thursday Thrills.
This week's Thursday event is a totally outrageous talent show.
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Answers to last week's time-waster
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The Regis Events Calendar
Giving Your Life Purpose ...
September 27 - October 10

September
Time

Date

Event

9/29

9/30
9/30
9/30

Juan Melendez (ex-death row inmate
speaking about experie~ce on Florida's
death row and his crusade to abolish
the death penalty.)
Women Ending Violence Effectively:
Self Defense
Juan Melendez, discussion
Thrills: Talent Show
Great Amerfoan Beer Festival

Date

Event

10/1
10/2
10/2

No School/ Fall Faculty Conference
Great American Beer Festival
Cross Country: Rocky Mountain
Shootout
Cross Country: Colorado College
Invitational
Best Of Colorado:
Six Flags EJich Gardens
Great American Beer Festival
Women's VB: NM Highlands Univ.
Thrills: Michael Anthony (Comedian)
Family Weekend
·women's VB: Colorado State - Pueblo
Casino Night
Women's VB: CU - Colorado Springs
Political Engagement Conference

9/29

Location

3:00 PM

Science Amphitheatre

7:00 PM

Fitness Center

12:00 PM
10:00 PM
Evening

West Hall B
Dining Hall
Colorado Cnvt. Cntr.

rt

il0/2
10/3
il0/3-10/4
:10/7
i10/7
10/8-10/10
10/8
i10/9
10/9
10/9

Time
All Day
Evening
Boulder

Location
N/A
Colorado Cnvt. Cntr.

Colorado Springs

..

All Day

Downtown Denver

All Day
7:00 PM
10:00 PM
All Day
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
All Day

Colorado Cnvt. Cntr.
Fieldhouse
Dining Hall
Campus
Fieldhouse
Dining Hall
Fieldhouse
Campus

**If you have any events you would like to post, e-mail them to highlander@regis.edu

Weekly word time-waster
"

l

Across
1. Tasks
4 . Grave
8. Female sheep
9. Flurry
13. Lobby of a theater

15. Nervous
17. Brought forth by birth
18. Gun port
11. Measure weight
20. Part of the larynx (5,4)
24. Artist's paints

25. Travel permit
27. Penned
29. Fiend
30. Take a meal
31 . Every
32. Garden tool
33. Eye w iper
Down
1. Gem
2. Outstanding
3. Light brown
5. Sour
6. Swampy arm of a lake
7. Tolerated
10. Londonderry
12. Jock
14. See
16. Trail
19. Female name
20. Promised
21. Fabric
22. Sofa
23. Friendly
26. Soft, lustrous fiber
28. Inspect

or a e
Classified space is now available in the HighlarJder, Regis
University's student paper. The
Highlander is an excellent
forum to reach students and
faculty interested items YOU
want to sell. Hurry, space is
limited.
CALL 303.964.5391 for more
information.

ouse or ent
Charming
Victorian.
Fully remodeled
with one bedroom
and office. One full
bathroom.
Hardwood floors.
$800/ month
Will negotiate with
lease
Blocks from Regis
Call
Pat 303-382-3994
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